Downstep in Japanese-
Results

Domain
Pitch register after an accented phrase is noticeably lower than after an unaccented phrase (e.g., [1] 
Presence of downstep:
Peak f0 in targets in accented phrases (e.g., 1a) > Peak f0 in targets in unaccented phrases (3a) Downstep is found in all conditions. RC boundaries per se do not block downstep.
-Means for 10 speakersWhy do attributive adjectives block downstep [8] while adj. in RC, verbs, and nouns [8] don't?
Discussion II
Is the pattern in A really the same as in V? -In syntagmatic diagnostic of downstep [6] , where the target is analyzed as downstepped if the f0 peak is lower than the peak in the trigger, downstep patterns don't appear to be the same between A and V conditions. -In fact, the presence of downstep in seems to be due to the high f0 in target in unaccented sentences.
-Attributive modifiers occur in a certain order in Japanese (as well) [10] . -The order was respected in [N-no [N- 
Definition of downstep
